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data to study the conjecture that a "simple" rule, such as a constant growth of the 
money supply, can help coordinate agents' beliefs and help stabilize the economy. 
Our experimental data provide weak evidence for such a conjecture. The underly- 
ing stability parameters of the economy provide a better explanation of observed 
price volatility than differences in the policy do. In particular, in relatively unsta- 
ble environments, subjects base their forecasts more on observed fluctuations than 
on the announcements of stable monetary policies. 

1 Introduction 

It has been argued that relatively simple rules or policies may promote eco- 
nomic stability because agents can easily learn such rules, making it easier 
for them to coordinate their beliefs. This, for example, is a concurrent theme 
in Friedman's [1948] and [1960] proposals for economic stabil i ty.  There is 
a basic idea that underlies both proposals: giving primary consideration to 
long-run objectives, with well-defined rules, will "offer a considerable promise 
of providing a tolerable degree of short-run economic stability"; in particu- 
lar, "[the] monetary framework should operate under the 'rule of law' rather 
than the discretionary authority of administrators [1948]." The two propos- 
als for monetary policy differ. In 1948 Friedman prescribed that "Deficits 
or surpluses in the government budget would be reflected dollar for dollar 
in changes in the quantity of money," while in 1960, following the postwar 
experience, he clearly argued that the Federal Reserve System "should be 
instructed to keep the rate of growth as steady as it can" (the famous k- 
percent rule). Even in 1948, however, he had already admitted that "It must 
be granted, however, that the present proposal is less likely to stimulate such 
a favorable psychological climate than a s imple r  a n d  m o r e  eas i ly  under- 
s tood goal, for example, a proposal which sets a stable price level as its 
announced goal. If the business world were sufficiently confident of the abil- 
ity of the government to achieve the goal, it would have a strong incentive 
to behave in such a way as to greatly simplify the government's task" (bold 
ours; italics Friedman's). 

In the last few years, the economics profession has focused on the issue of 
the time consistency problem of acting according the 'rule of law.' In contrast, 
we focus on the 'learning' aspect described by Friedman: Can relatively 
simple rules, such as a k-percent rule, help stabilize the economy? 

There is a trivial sense in which the answer to the above question can be 
negative. Consider an environment where there is no confusion, or credibility 
problem, about how the monetary policy is conducted. If a policy with more 
instruments is considered more "complex," then, since the monetary policy 
can always choose not to use some of the instruments, such a policy dominates 
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a (simpler) policy with fewer instrumentsJ 
There is another, perhaps not so trivial, sense in which the answer to the 

above question can be affirmative. Consider an environment where agents 
face a 'signal extraction problem' regarding the realized monetary policy. 
Then, a policy with more instruments or contingencies can make the signal 
extraction task more difficult for the agents, and their confusion may enhance 
volatility. 2 

We study an environment where the monetary policy is public knowledge 
and the monetary authority has no informational advantage. Our environ- 
ment is represented by an overlapping generations (OLG) model in which 
agents use money as a unique asset to transfer wealth across the two peri- 
ods in which they are active. We compare the effect of alternative (single 
instrument) policies on price volatility. The government can either fix the 
level of real deficit and finance it through seigniorage (deficit rule) or fix the 
rate of growth of the money supply (money-growth rule) and adjust the level 
of public expenditures financed through seigniorage as to satisfy the mone- 
tary target. Under the first policy the rate of growth of the money supply 
is endogenous, while the level of (real) seigniorage is predetermined (fixed) 
(and presumably consumed by the government). Under the second policy the 
rate of growth of the money supply is predetermined (fixed), while the level 
of (real) seigniorage is endogenous. Notice that both regimes correspond to 
different fiscal environments, although they may be equivalent at the steady 
state. We are not interested in studying different monetary-fiscal policies, 
that, for example, raise the same government revenue. We are interested in 
studying different regimes that share similar rational expectations equilib- 
rium properties, but may have different empirical properties in environments 
where agents do not have common knowledge about these equilibria. In par- 
ticular, we identify the second policy regime with Friedman's proposal for a 
stable growth of money supply, and we identify "Friedman's conjecture" with 
the hypothesis that the money-growth rule results in a more stable behavior 
of prices (inflation rates). 

The environment that we study has a well-known indeterminacy prob- 
lem: under any policy, there is a continuum of nonstationary rational ex- 
pectations equilibria (REE). While the problem itself has been studied by 

1A similar argument can be used to address the welfare properties of different policy 
regimes. For example, Sargent and Wallace [1982] have shown that in a relatively simple 
environment with legal restrictions, an active discount window policy that they associate 
with the real bills doctrine, can result in a better equilibrium outcome (in terms of welfare, 
but not price stability) than a simple quantity theory prescription which, as Friedman [1960] 
suggests, keeps the discount window closed. 

2The well-known Lucas [1972] model provides an environment with a 'signal extrac- 
tion problem' where Friedman's k-percent rule results in a Pareto-optimal equilibrium 
allocation. 
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Woodford [1986] and others, less attention has been paid to its empirical rel- 
evance. Given the difficulty of conducting relevant experiments in the field, 
experimental setting holds promise of casting light on the empirical aspects 
of this problem. By controlling the parameters of the laboratory economy, 
it is possible to identify the relation between observed paths and the set of 
theoretical equilibria. Given the focus of this conference (volume) on inde- 
terminacy problems, a summary of our prior work on this topic is in o rder )  

In Marimon and Sunder [1993] we examined a laboratory monetary econ- 
omy characterized by a constant level of deficit financed through seigniorage. 4 
Our data are not consistent with nonstationary REE; inflation paths tend 
to cluster around one of the two steady-state REEs (the low inflation steady 
state). That  is, the laboratory economies select a long-run steady state which 
is consistent with the selection made by a large class of adaptive learning al- 
gorithms. In Marimon, Spear, and Sunder [1993] we studied an economy 
where there can be REE with fluctuations determined by extrinsic sources 
of uncertainty or "sunspots." More specifically, we posed the question of 
whether sunspot equilibria could emerge in an experimental lab economy. 
That these equilibria could be learned, and therefore could not be ruled out, 
had been shown by Woodford [1990] and others. From our laboratory data 
we inferred that emergence of sunspot equilibria is unlikely unless agents 
learn to predict economic fluctuations while in a real shock regime (where 
sunspot shocks are correlated with real shocks.) That is, after a real source 
of uncertainty disappears, agents' behavior may show enough persistence as 
to sustain the sunspot fluctuations. When these conditions were created in 
laboratory, we occasionally observed persistence of sunspot-like fluctuations. 

In Marimon and Sunder (1994) we studied whether our previous "selec- 
tion" results are robust to different policy specifications. In that paper, we 
also analyzed agents' behavior before and after the time of preannounced 
policy changes. In this and later experimental work we observe that, after 
enough experience agents learn to anticipate the effects of preannounced pol- 
icy changes. Agents' learning through stationary environments is a common 
observation in all our experiments independent of whether the environment 
consists of a fixed policy regime, a (real) cycle, or a systematic change of pol- 
icy. Furthermore, and since agents share a common experience, their learned 
patterns may feed back into the economy. In the standard OLG model with 
seigniorage, this implies convergence to the low inflation steady state; in the 

aSee Sargent [1993] for further references on related experimental and simulation work. 
4Our experimental economies have some natural departures from the theoretical model 

under study (see Section 3). In Marimon and Sunder [1993] we also analyze the explicit 
game that takes place in our experimental lab. In particular, we show that, as much 
as there is a competitive outcome within generations (and we have at least five subjects 
per generation), the set of Nash equilibria of the game contains all rational expectations 
equilibria of the underlying model. 
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economy with 'sunspots, '  this implies the possible persistence of belief-driven 
cycles; in the environment with repeated preannounced policy changes, this 
implies the existence of a (rational expectations) anticipation effect. We 
have never observed long, much less infinite horizon, anticipation effects, as 
postulated in nonstationary REE equilibrium paths. 

For the monetary authority to know that nonstationary REE paths are 
unlikely, or that 'purely belief-driven' equilibrium fluctuations are also un- 
likely, implies that the policy debate can he more conclusive. For example, 
one can have more solid grounds to argue for the 'classical prescription' that 
a reduction of the deficit financed through seigniorage should translate into a 
lower inflation rate. But 'the broad convergence picture' or 'long-run' state- 
ments may be of limited interest for actual policy implementation. The con- 
cern for price stability is rooted not in the possibility of exceptional episodes 
of hyperinflation but in the short-run volatility of the price of money and 
other assets that most economies experience. To address this issue, one must 
ask questions about how the design of economic policies may affect local 
stability properties. This is the aim of this paper. 

We ask a specific question: Does a (simple) constant money growth rule 
help stabilize prices (inflation rates)? We compare it with a less transparent, 
or more complex, rule of maintaining a fixed level of real deficit. 5 We design 
an experimental environment to address this issue. Of course, the question 
we address is an instance of the broader issue of rational expectations equi- 
libria and learning behavior in economies that present persistent short-run 
fluctuations. 

Our experimental economies have all the features that favor Friedman's 
conjecture about long-run objectives providing short-run stability. First, 
if a #-percent money-growth rule is announced, then for a broad class of 
agents' learning rules, inflation rates converge to the announced rate (i.e., 
~'t ~ #). That is, the policy announcement is a public announcement about 
"fundamentals" that determine the long-run steady state. Second, if agents 
believe that the announced money-growth rate will be the realized inflation 
rate (in our OLG model, for the next two periods), then the realized inflation 
rate is the announced money-growth rate. That is, the long-run equilibrium 
can be achieved in the short-run if agents' predictions coincide with the policy 
announcement. 

The actual dynamics of an economy is a more complex combination of 
agents' behavior (because they may not take the announcements at their face 

5Notice that we do not explicitly address the question of what it means for a rule to 
be 'complex.' There is, however, a well-defined sense in our experiments by which a 'less 
transparent rule' is considered a 'more complex' rule when both support the same type 
of equilibrium allocations. Other authors have identified simplicity with dimensionality of 
the rule (see, for example, Currie and Levine [1993]). 
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value) and the underlying stability properties (nonlinearities) of the economy. 

Suppose a rational agent perfectly understands the above two statements, 
that is: (i) what should happen in the long-run and, (ii) what should happen 
if everyone understands and believes (i.e., it is common knowledge) that the 
announced money-growth rate will be the future inflation rate. If this agent 
is placed in an economy where, in spite of policy statements, price volatility 
persists, or perhaps follows some cycle, then the expected returns of his 
savings will not depend on what should happen; they will depend on what 
actually happens. A rational agent may not close his eyes to what he actually 
sees happening. But then, he and others may optimally choose actions that 
deviate from actions in the long run steady state. These deviations may 
slow down, or may even prevent, convergence of inflation to the announced 
target rate of money growth. The force of Friedman's, and other similar, 
recommendations in coordinating beliefs may be lost by day-to-day behavior. 

It may still be true that realized inflation is on average very close to 
the announced money growth target. The question is: Do agents base their 
forecasts on this average inflation? It does not seem this way in our exper- 
imental data. It may be argued that it is because in our OLG economies, 
agents are "short-lived" and there are not enough financial instruments to 
hedge against persistent fluctuations. However, if agents cannot ex ante in- 
sure against all possible fluctuations, then even with "longer lives" and a 
more developed financial structure price fluctuations may persist: after an 
observed common experience, relatively impatient agents may have similar 
forecasts for (short-run) future fluctuations and they may all want to trade 
in the same direction. 

While the issues discussed here are not new, to our knowledge, we are the 
first to provide data that may help enhance our understanding of their rele- 
vance. Our experimental data show clearly the above-mentioned interaction 
between the learning process and the underlying nonlinearities of the system. 
That is, there are two dimensions to the problem under consideration. One 
is whether a deficit rule or a money-growth rule is pursued; the other is the 
underlying local stability properties of the stationary equilibrium. 

Our subjects did not know the specific OLG model we implemented in 
laboratory, but there is clear evidence that at least some of them took the 
announcement of a rnoney-growth rule into consideration when making their 
forecasts. However, when the economy is not very stable (for example, when 
eigenvalues, of the underlying map relating inflation expectations and real- 
ized inflations, are inside the unit circle, but relatively close to one), the 
announcement of a target money-growth rate does not have the effect of 
helping agents coordinate their beliefs. On the other hand, in relatively 
stable environments, even if the chosen policy is the less transparent (and 
more complex) deficit rule, coordination of beliefs emerges through agents' 
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experience. 
In summary, while we find some weak evidence for Friedman's conjecture, 

our data show that  the underlying stability properties of a stationary equi- 
librium can be a more decisive factor for price stability than the actual policy 
design; in relatively unstable environments, the fact that  the policy target 
identifies a stationary rational expectations equilibrium may have little effect 
on coordination of agents' beliefs. That  is, primary policy consideration of 
long-run objectives may not translate into short-run economic stability. 

2 M o n e t a r y  pol ic ies  in OLG m o d e l s  

We study an economy with an OLG structure in which fiat money is the only 
financial asset. We consider two alternative policy regimes. In one, called 
the deficit rule, the government fixes a constant level of real deficit financed 
through seigniorage. Government expenditures do not enter into agents' 
utilities. This model is a version of Cagan's model of hyperinflation [1956] 
and has been previously studied, among others, by Sargent and Wallace 
[19871 and in our own experimental work (Marimon and Sunder [1993] and 
[1994]). In the other policy regime (we call it the money-growth rule) the 
government fixes the rate of growth of the money supply and adjusts the 
level of seigniorage as to satisfy its money growth rule. This model is a 
version of Friedman's rule of a "constant growth of the money supply." In 
our version of the model, the seigniorage proceeds are not returned to the 
consumers. Therefore, it can be thought  as if the government finances some 
residual expenditures. That  is, the stability of the monetary policy may 
result in volatility of the government expenditures. 

Each generation has n agents, and generations born after period zero 
live for two periods. An agent i of generation t, t=l , . . . ,  has a two-period 

CO 1 endowment of a unique perishable good ( t,i, a~,i) = ( wl, w~), °al > aJ2 > O, 
and his preferences over consumption are represented by ui(cl, c~) = ln(c 1) + 
ln(c 2) where the superscript denotes the period in the agent's life. An agent i 
of the initial generation that  exits in Period 1 only lives for one period, and is 
endowed with w0,i = co 2 of the consumption good. He also has an endowment 
of fiat money of h0 and his preferences are represented by ui(c0) = in(co). 

Given a sequence of consumption good prices {pt}t~__0, an agent i of gen- 
eration t , t  >_ 1, solves the problem, 

s.t. 

max lnc~ -4-lnc~ 

pt(C~ --~U 1) -[- pt4-1(C 2 - -02  2) ~ O. 

Let 7rt+l = Pt+l/Pt, and ~rt~+l = E t _ l T r t +  1 (i.e., expectation at the beginning 
of period t about the rate of inflation between periods t and t + 1). If 021 --  CO 2 
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is large enough, the agent 's saving in the first period of his life is 

Nt 0"5( ~21 e 2 = - -  71"t_l_lO3 ). (1)  

Let ht be the per capita money supply in period t. To s tudy both  policy 
regimes together,  we consider that  the government either finances a constant  
per capita  level of deficit d through seigniorage, or allows money to grow by 
a factor of #. The supply of money follows the process 

ht = ht-1 + ptd, 

when a fixed d is financed, and 

ht = #h t -1  

when a fixed money (gross) growth rate # = (1 + g) is the target,  which 
results in financing the residual expenditures,  

rt -= (hi - h t -1 ) / p t  = gh t -1 /P t .  

That  is, by setting # = 1 when d ¢ 0 and d = 0 when # ¢ 1, the per capi ta  
money supply in real terms, m t =  ht /p t ,  is given by 6 

rnt = #mt-1 /rc t  + d. (2) 

The equil ibrium condition is 
m ,  = (3 )  

Equations (1) - (3) define the equil ibrium restrictions of the model.  They  
can be integrated into the equilibrium map 

1~(Trte+l, 71;, 7i-,) ~-- 0, 
b-lr~ 

i . e . ,  7rt+ - ( b -  ed) + # ~, = 0 .  

W 1 2 where b = Z~ and e = ~-. Sta t ionary solutions satisfy ~(~,  7r, ~) = 0 and if 
(b - ed + #)2 > 4#b, there are two s ta t ionary solutions (~r L, wH). In the case 
that  d = 0 and # > 1, the two stat ionary solutions are ~r L = # and ~r H = b. 
That  is, 7r H defines a nonmonetary  (autarkic) equilibrium. 

For ~-~ ~ b, 03(I)(. ) _ b_~  = #(~,)2 ~ 0,. It follows, by the Implicit Function 
Theorem that  

71- t - -  #(]~(71-t_[_l, 7r~) = 0, (4)  

b - zr~ 
where ~b(Trt+l, ~'t) = b -  ~r~+ 1 - ed" 

6In some of our  exper imenta l  economies the level of deficit is subjec t  to an a lmost  neg- 
ligible shock. The extension of our model to include this type of uncertainty is straight- 
forward and it is not included here. 
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Equation (4) describes the equilibrium dynamics of the economy: actual 
inflation as a function of expected inflation for the current and the following 
period. That  is, if H is the set of all possible infinite histories of inflation 
rates, then (4) defines a map from beliefs to realizations, T : H ~-* H. 
For example, if there is a representative agent with beliefs urtl ~lt=ooJt=0, then 
the realized inflation path is given by {Trt}tt-~ = T({~r[}~-~), according to 
(4). One can close the equilibrium conditions by postulating the rational 
expectations hypothesis. A rational expectations equilibrium is a fixed point 
of T: 

7rt ~--" "fit" ( 5 )  

Monetary REE, which satisfy ~rt C (0, b), are paths satisfying the following 
difference equation 

i.e., 

7rt_t_ 1 ~_ R ( t t , d ) ( ' K t )  , 

7i't+ 1 ~- ( b  ~- # - -  e d )  - -  # ~ t "  

(6) 

Equilibrium paths with % E (zr r,  zru), are characterized in the long run by 
rot ~ zr H (exponentially). It should be noted that even if the map ¢(., .) of (4) 
has a two dimensional domain, the rational expectations hypothesis reduces 
to one dimension the domain of the R(.) map of (6). Figure 1 shows two 
R(u,d)(.) maps for an economy with a given endowment structure (b = 6). 
The thick line characterizes REE paths with a money growth rule (d = 0 and 
# = 2, i.e., R(2,0)), the thin line REE paths with a deficit rule (d = 1 and 
# = 1, i.e., RO,1)). 

Note that for the deficit rule only the Low ISS, ~.r, satisfies the "classical" 
property that a reduction of the deficit financed through seigniorage trans- 
lates into a lower stationary inflation rate. Similarly, the recommendation to 
follow a money growth rule is meaningless along REE nonstationary paths 
for which, in the long run, money has no value. 

While the theoretical model postulates that under the rational expecta- 
tions hypothesis there is a continuum of nonstationary REE paths that reach 
7r H in the long-run, it does not mean that these equilibria are more likely 
to be observed. A specific perfect foresight equilibrium path presupposes a 
high degree of coordination among agents' expectations. Adaptive learning 
theory allows for agents' possible coordination of beliefs to emerge from their 
common experience. In this case, the actual evolution of the economy -say, of 
inflation rates- depends not only on the underlying dynamics of the economy 
defined by (4) but also on agents' learning behavior. 

For example, we can consider that agent i forecasts inflation rates using 
a first-order adaptive scheme. That is, 

e e e (7) 
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This general adaptive scheme encompasses many specific learning algorithms r. 
Least squares learning takes this form with at converging to zero at the rate 
of 1/t if agents forecast inflation rates, and at converging to a constant, 
c~ E (0, 1), if agents forecast prices (see, for example, Marcet and Sargent 
[1989]). In fact, as Evans, Honkapohja and Marimon, [1995] show, if some 
legal restriction or convertibility rule prevents the government from exhaust- 
ing all the savings of the economy with its seigniorage tax, then, for a broad 
class of learning rules, there is global convergence of inflation paths to the 
Low ISS, ~r L. This means that  coordination of beliefs -and  final fulfillment 
of expectat ions- is the result of individual learning in these environments. 
This class, however, is characterized, among other things, by c~t --+ (0, a_q_), for 
some c~ E (0, 1). 

In other words, agents must place enough weight on their accumulated 
experience and not just react to current events. If agents do not place enough 
weight on their experience (for example, if they use short memory learning 
rules) then there may not be local convergence to the Low ISS (see, for 
example, Grandmont  and Laroque [1991] and Barucci and Landi [1994]). 

Our previous experimental data support the hypothesis that  agents be- 
have adaptively. We should, therefore, study the implications of such be- 
havior in detail. To simplify the analysis, we consider an economy with 
a representative agent (see, Evans, Honkapohja, and Marimon, [1995] for a 
version with heterogeneous agents). By incorporating (4) into (7), we obtain, 

7rte_l_l = 7r t JI- OLt# t (¢ (Tr t ,  71";_1)- 71";) (8)  

We can study the local stability of the above difference equation around 
^ g  e the steady state rr*. Let 7r t = % - 7r*; then linearizing the corresponding 

difference equation system at the steady state rr* we obtain 

where, 

~t+ l  
^ e  
71" t 0 . 1  

1 
¢2 = b - r * - e d "  

b - -  7i"* 

¢1 = ( b -  - ed)  2 '  

The local stability properties of (8) are characterized by the eigenvalues 
of the above matrix. Denote by A(a) the vector of eigenvalues, then 

~ , ( a ) .  ~2(~) = _ a , ¢ ~  

~:(~) + A2(~) = (1 - o~) --I- ~#¢, .  

It follows that  

7Note tha t  at the t ime they have to forecast rrt+l, agents know 7rt_ 1 but  not ~rt. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n  1. Let 71" L be well-defined (i.e., let the deficit be sustainable) 
and let (8) characterize the evolution of expectations. Given a policy char- 
acterized by (#,d) there is a a_q_ C (0,1) such that if at ~ (0, a_), then ~.L is 
locally stable. 

If A(a) is a pair of complex eigenvalues, i.e., A(a) = x=t=yi, then the law of 
motion of (8) is characterized by cyclic fluctuations around the steady state 
7r*. Whether this is stable or not depends on whether r(u,d)(a) = (x 2 +y2)~/2 
is greater than or equal to one (see, for example, Hirsh and Smale [1974]). 
However, since 

= ( - a # ¢ 2 )  

it follows that the local stability properties are shared by different policies. 
To see this, consider two economies that differ only in the policy rule. One 
has a deficit rule and the other has a money-growth rule, but both have the 
same Low ISS, ~r (in which case, they must have a different High ISS if the 
deficit rule sustains a positive deficit). For the economy with the deficit rule, 
(1,d), 

-a#¢2(~,Tr) = a l ( b -  ~c - cd) -1 = a b -  fr 

The last equality follows from the equilibrium conditions (1) - (3) at the 
steady state. Similarly, for the economy with the money growth rule, (#, 0), 

= = ab  --Tr 

The last equality follows from the hypothesis that # = 7r. That is, both 
economies have the same local stability properties around the Low ISS. For- 
mally, 

P r o p o s i t i o n  2. Let ~ be the Low ISS of an economy where the government 
follows a deficit rule (1,d). Suppose ,k(1,d)(a) is complex. Consider an al- 
ternative money-growth rule, (#, 0) for the same economy, with/2 = ~, then 

= 

The economies we study have the property that .~(1,d)(1) is complex. 
Therefore, if agents make their forecasts based on current observations (which 
correspond to an a close to one), we should expect fluctuations around the 
steady state. 

Proposition 2 shows that if we detect differences between the two policies, 
it cannot be due to the fact that the two policies define different stability 
properties for the evolution of (8). Differences must be due to other factors. 
For example, if the environment with the money-growth rule appears to be 
more stable, that can provide support to Friedman's conjecture. 
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3 Design of the experimental environment 

We study experimental versions of the overlapping generations (OLG) model 
with agents who live for two periods (except agents of the first generation who 
only live for one period), where endowments and preferences are such that 
agents have an incentive to save, and money is the only financial asset avail- 
able to save. Alternative monetary regimes differ only in the government's 
monetary and fiscal policy. Changes in the level of deficit financed through 
seigniorage and money growth are the only policy instruments considered 
here. Experimental implementation of the OLG model and the problems 
associated with it are discussed in Marimon and Sunder (1993, 1994) and 
are not repeated here. Instructions given to our subjects are included in the 
appendix to this paper for ready reference, s 

3 . 1  Experimental environment 

Twelve experimental economies, numbered chronologically for reference in 
this paper, were conducted in five sessions. Table 1 summarizes the parame- 
ters of these economies. A fixed number of subjects (N) participate in each 
session. Subjects know the approximate duration of the session but not of a 
particular economy. For each period of an economy, agents are assigned spe- 
cific roles: n subjects act as young consumers, n as old consumers, and the 
remaining ( N - 2 n )  await their turn as interested onlookers in the market. At 
the beginning of each period, n of the (N - n) players who are not young in 
the previous period are randomly selected to enter the market. Each player 
is informed whether he/she enters the market or stays out. Once an agent 
enters as a young consumer, he/she stays the next period as an old consumer. 

Consumers receive a higher endowment of chips (aJ 1 units) when young 
and they may offer to sell some or all of these chips to the old consumers. 
Young consumers carry the francs (label used for units of fiat money in 
laboratory) they receive in exchange for the chips to their old age in the next 
period. 

Old consumers add the chips they buy to their endowment of chips co2(< 
wl). The number of chips held at the end of the young period, c 1, and at the 
end of the old period, c 2, a constant and known conversion rate k, determine 
the cash (in local currency Spanish peseta) amount k- [log c 1 + log c 2] earned 
by the subject when he/she leaves the market at the end of the old period. 
This cash in pesetas is accumulated across all appearances of the subject in 
the economy, and the total is paid to him/her at the end of the session. 

We have a fixed number of subjects in any given experimental session. A 

SFor design and conduct of economic experiments see Friedman and Sunder (1994) and 
Kagel and Roth (1995). 
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randomly selected subset enters the market in each period and remains in 
the market for two consecutive periods. When subjects re-enter the market 
as young in a subsequent generation, they cannot use cash from this account; 
they re-enter as new subjects. The total number of subjects (N) is chosen 
to be sufficiently large (N > 2n). Our subjects live several "lives" over the 
many periods of a particular economy. Assets cannot be carried from one 
"life" to the next but memory and experience obviously are. 

3 . 2  Subjects' experience with the setting 

Our experimental OLG model is more like an OLa model in which parents are 
not allowed to bequeath assets to their children, but they may pass on their 
experience. Marimon and Sunder [1993, Lemma 1] prove that this repeat 
entry into the experimental economy does not cause a departure from the 
OI, a model; agents behave competitively within each generation as long as 
there are no further opportunities for strategic behavior. 

3.3 Trading rules 

OLG models are silent on the mechanism used to exchange chips and fiat 
money between the young and the old. Lim, Prescott, and Sunder [1994] 
started out using single-unit double auction with the provision that the last 
transaction of an old subject in any period could be for a fractional unit to 
enable him or her to use up all the cash for consumption. This mechanism was 
awkward, slow, and error-prone, with many old subjects carrying money to 
their "graves." Cash balances left in the hands of the old caused unintended 

variations in the supply of money in the experimental economy. 
In the economies reported here, discreet unit double auction mechanism 

has been replaced by a new mechanism. The young are asked to submit an 
inflation forecast #t+l = [~t+l/P~ at the beginning of period t when the last 
price observed by the subjects is Pt-1. This inflation forecast is used by the 
computer to calculate the corresponding optimal individual chip supply for 
individual i: si,t = 0.5(w 1 - ~'~+lW2), si,t >_ O. The individual supplies are 
summed across young agents in the cohort to determine the economy's chip 
supply for the period. 

All subjects other than the young are also asked to submit an inflation 
forecast at the same time as the young. These subjects are induced to provide 
their best point forecast of inflation by a reward that decreases in proportion 
to the relative forecast error. Thus, the experiment yields a complete set of 
information forecasts from all participating subjects. 

Note that although subjects are always rewarded according to the ac- 
curacy of their forecasts, their loss function depends on whether they are 
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young or not. Figure A1 (in Appendix II) shows the final payoffs achieved 
for various forecasts according to whether a subject is young or not. 

All the cash balance in the hands of the old is used to construct a hy- 
perbolic chip demand function. In addition, in fixed deficit economies it is 
common knowledge that the experimenter buys D = n.d chips every period at 
the market clearing price and that, therefore, the amount of money (francs) 
in  circulation grows. This experimenter or "government" demand for chips 
is added to the demand of the old to arrive at the market demand function. 
In fixed money-growth economies, the hyperbolic chip demand function is 
adjusted for growth in the amount of money in circulation. 

The computer calculates the market clearing price as the point of inter- 
section between these supply and demand functions. This price is announced 
and the resulting allocations are communicated to the subjects each period. 
The history of prices is also displayed on their computer screens. 

3 . 4  The terminal condition 

The OLG model has an infinite horizon and, in a strict sense, cannot be 
cast in an experimental environment (see Aliprantis and Plott (1993) for 
implementation of a finite period special case). The experimenter's choice 
of a procedure to terminate the economy may affect the set of equilibria. 
We use a variation of a procedure introduced by Lim, Prescott, and Sunder 
(1994). 

Recall that all subjects have to submit inflation forecasts at the beginning 
of each period, and these data are sufficient to determine the market-clearing 
price for the period. As part of the instructions, the subjects are informed 
that the experimenter may terminate the economy at any time. If period 
T is to be the last period of the economy, the experimenter will solicit the 
inflation forecasts at the beginning of period T + 1, calculate the market- 
clearing price for that period, and then announce that period T was the last 
period of the economy. Any money balances of the subjects who are young in 
period T are converted into consumption units at the market-clearing price 
determined for period T + 1. Those who enter the economy as the young at 
the beginning of period T + 1 do not engage in any transactions. 

In Marimon and Sunder [1993] we have shown that, with a similar termi- 
nal condition, the set of Nash equilibria of the dynamic game played in our 
experimental lab contains all rational expectations equilibria of the underly- 
ing model. A straightforward modification of that proof provides the same 
result for the game with the terminal condition specified here. 
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4 Experimental results 

Table 1 shows some important features of the overlapping generations economies 
conducted in six separate sessions. In addition to the basic parameters (en- 
dowments and government policies) which, in every economy, are public 
knowledge to all subjects, Table 1 also shows the corresponding station- 
ary equilibria and the local stability properties of the Low ISS. That is, the 
eigenvalues of the linearized version of (8) at 7r L for different values of a, as 
well as the corresponding contraction factor r(a) .  In other words, Table 1 
shows the two dimensions of the problem under consideration: the policy im- 
plemented and the local stability properties of the Low ISS. The economies 
have been designed to cover a range of parameters and to compare policies 
across similar economies. For example, Economy 1 and Economy 2 have the 
same low as well as high ISS, although in terms of its "local stability proper- 
ties" Economy 1, with a deficit rule, is in-between Economies 7 and 8 (closer 
to the later) that operate under a money-growth rule. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the time series of realized inflation for several 
economies. Note that economies 1 and 7 show fairly persistent cycles, while 
economies with a smaller contraction factor show a stronger tendency to 
converge for both policies. The fact that Economies 4 and 8 show a much 
stronger tendency to converge than Economy 1, with relatively similar con- 
traction factors, can be used as evidence in favor of Friedman's conjecture. 
However, Economy 10 -a  replica of Economy 1- also shows a relatively strong 
tendency to converge (with local fluctuations). Figure 3 shows the high 
volatility of inflation rates in other economies with relatively high eigenval- 
ues. 

The cycles of Economies 1 and 7 contrast with our previous experimental 
results where we were actively looking for (sunspot) cycles (see, Marimon, 
Spear, and Sunder [1993]). In the "sunspot" model, if agents use a second 
order learning rule (of the form P~+2 = P~ + a(pt - p~)), then adaptive 
learning converges to a stable two-period cycle. In that experiment, we did 
our best to obtain such a "sunspot" cycle, but agents tended to use a first- 
order learning rule (of the form P~+I = P~ + ct(pt_l --p~)) and paths tended to 
converge to the stationary state. Only when agents were subjected to a real 
cyclical shock that generated a two-period cycle did we observe persistence 
of the cycle after the real shocks were withdrawn. In that model, the ¢(.) 
map has a unidimensional domain (it is of the form pt = ¢(~r~+1)). In 
contrast, in the model studied here ¢ has a two-dimensional domain and 
the local stability properties of the Low ISS are given by a pair of complex 
eigenvalues; high eigenvalues can result in fluctuations around the steady 
state. These fluctuations are different from sunspot equilibria because we do 
not presuppose any coordination of agents' beliefs on a "sunspot" variable. 
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In fact, in the models considered here there is no stable "sunspot" cycle 
around the Low ISS (see, for example, Evans and Honkapohja [1993]), and 
the fluctuations generated by the complex eigenvalues do not define REE 
paths. 

As Table 1 indicates, Economies 1 and 7 have relatively high contraction 
factors. In particular, for Economy 7: r(1) = 1. In fact, if agents follow the 
forecasting rule with a = 1, 

e 
"Kt+ 1 : 71"t_ 1 

(8) defines a six period cycle (see, Fig. 7a) for ~r~, with the corresponding 
cycle for ~rt. One cycle is dephased by two periods so the two coincide. This 
means that expectations are systematically unfulfilled. 

One can also study the existence and stability properties of a k-period 
cycle -say, 6-cycle-when agents follow a learning rule of the type 

t? e e = + 

However, for Economy 7 the 6-order learning rule does not define a stable 
6-period cycle. A closer look at our experimental data suggests the existence 
of a 4-period cycle in Economy 7 (see, Fig. 5), but such a cycle is generated 
neither by a 4-order rule nor by a a = 1 rule (zr~+ 1 = ~rt-1). 

In contrast, the data of Economy 1 suggest the existence of an 8-period 
cycle (see Fig. 4a). As Fig. 4b shows, once the two-period lag between expec- 
tations and realizations is taken into account, the mean prediction tracks the 
realized inflation remarkably well. This suggests an a = 1 rule (:rt~+l = ~rt-1) 
for this economy. However, the 8-period cycle generated by such a rule damps 
down quickly to a constant rate of inflation for Economy 1 (see, Fig. 6a 9) 

In Tables 2 and 3 we estimate alternative adaptive forecasting rules for 
individual subjects for Economies 1 and 7, respectively. 1° Table 2 supports 
the hypothesis of an a = 1 rule for Economy 1. For most subjects (10 out 
of 14) a =- al  is not statistically different from one. For Economy 7 the 
estimated models do not fit any better than the first-order rules. In partic- 
ular, 4-order rules do not provide better models than first-order rules. Of 
particular interest in economies with a money-growth rule, such as Economy 
7, is the constant coefficient, s0. If a subject's prediction is the announced 
money-growth rate, then his prediction should be that constant rate (2 for 
Economy 7) which should be reflected in the constant coefficient. 11 

9The simulations for Fig. 6 and 7 are based on the model 7r~+ 1 = ~r~+ 1 + c~(~rt_l -Try), 
and the two initial values are taken from the respective realized experimental  economies. 

l°All  the tables including Est imated Adaptive Forecasting Models are included in Ap- 
pendix I. 

1lit may also be reflected in its lagged estimate, a2. A difficulty with these types of 
est imated models is that  they are prone to collinearity problems. 
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Fig. 5a. Inflation and mean prediction (Eco. 7). 
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Fig 6a. Simulated Eco. 1. 
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The fact that the observed forecasting behavior does not fit well with sim- 
ple adaptive models does not mean that agents are not behaving adaptively. 
First, the problem of "pattern recognition" in the presence of fluctuations 
is not a simple one. Agents may take into account such a cyclic pattern in 
forms that are not captured by simple adaptive forecasting models. Second, 
the same learning rules may evolve with the specific experience of a given 
economy, which creates a problem of consistently estimating the learning 
model. 

4.1 A closer look at Friedman ' s conjecture 

As we have seen, money-growth rule Economy 7 presents persistent cyclical 
fluctuations, in the same way that Economy 1, with a deficit rule, presents 
cyclic behavior. Economies with more unstable underlying parameters, such 
as Economies 2 (A,B, & C) and 3, also show high volatility in spite of the 
stable monetary policy pursued. This shows that, in these environments, the 
policy announcement does not help to coordinate beliefs. Agents keep placing 
enough weight to current, volatile, events that we do not detect convergence 
to the stationary steady state (as do not converge to zero!). 

As we have noted, Economy 7 is locally more unstable than Economy 
1 (r~(1) = 1; rl(1) = .71; see Table 1). Economies 4 and 8 are closer to 
Economy 1 with respect to their local stability properties (r4(1) = rs(1) = 
.69) and as Fig. 2d shows are more stable. While this seems to support 
Friedman's conjecture, a closer look at these economies does not reveal that 
agents systematically, and increasingly, use the announced target as their 
predicted inflation. 12. Figure 8 shows that the mean prediction for Economy 
8 follows a pattern similar to the one observed for Economies 1 and 7. 

In Figure 9 we examine the number of subjects who used the announced 
policy target as their inflation prediction. Although there is evidence that 
some agents use the announcement as their forecast, we do not observe an 
increasing coordination of beliefs on the target policy (see Figures 9a-9d). 
Increasing coordination would have appeared as an upward trend in these 
scatter charts. 

Figures 9e, 9g, and 9i identify the individual subjects in each economy 
who used the announced rate of money growth as their inflation prediction 
most often. Figures 9f, 9h, and 9j plot the actual inflation and inflation 
predictions of these individuals. Even these individuals follow the cyclic 

12Economies 4 and 8 have 1.9 as target, which may be considered a "more complex" 
number than 2. However, our subjects had no problem in entering several decimals in their 
inflation forecasts, and some in fact entered 1.9. It is unfortunate that, at this point, we do 
not have economies with exactly the same low steady states and local stability properties 
for both policies. We plan to conduct these experiments in the future, although we think 
the current economies provide enough information for our purposes. 
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behavior of the economy, when fluctuations persist. 
Finally, in Figure 10 we show how a change from a money growth rule 

to a deficit rule can stabilize the economy when the underlying stability 
parameters change appropriately. During the first twelve periods, it was a 
fixed money growth rule economy with a contraction factor r(1) = 1.58; from 
period 13 it was switched to a fixed deficit rule economy with r(1) = 0.63. 
Reduction in the contraction factor seems to have stabilized the economy. 

5 Ep i logue  

The experimental environment developed and studied here is far from cap- 
turing the complexity of any historical society; so are the theoretical models. 
This is the main reason we can learn from both. Nevertheless, our subjects 
face a fairly complex task of forming expectations about the future behavior 
of the economy. 

While our economic environment is simple (one good and one asset), we 
also deprive our subjects of possibilities for communication that are routinely 
available in historical societies: news media, etc. As with other experimental 
economies, we observe many irrationalities and perturbations in individual 
data. Nevertheless, even with the small number of agents in each cohort, 
the aggregate tends to smooth out some, but not all, of these individual 
variations. One naturally wonders how useful such experimental data can be 
as a benchmark to improve our understanding of historical economies. One 
way of answering this question is to see if our laboratory data share some 
interesting common features with historical economies. 

Figure 11 plots the annual Consumer Price Index inflation rate against 
the rate of growth of money for the U.S. economy (Period 1959-88). We 
show current and smoothed data. 13 Figure 12 shows our experimental data 
for Economies 7-12 in a similar (inflation versus money growth) chart. Our 
economies, based on a deterministic OLG model, give a sharp picture of the 
quantity theory. For both, the U.S. and the experimental data, we observe 
fairly scattered data (see Figures 13 and 14, respectively) when we use all 
the individual observations (in fact, U.S. data are even more scattered) and, 
at the same time, an almost coincidence of inflation rates and money-growth 
rates when the data are properly (time) averaged. To the econometrician's 
eye, the U.S. data and our experimental data might not be qualitatively dif- 
ferent. Nevertheless, we know that behind our data there are some clear 
predictions about which stationary equilibrium is more likely to have been 
selected and generated the data. Can we say anything about which equilib- 

13See Lucas [1980] for the smoothing method and its rationale. A 45-degree line has 
been drawn through the grand mean of all observations in each figure; this is not a fitted 
line. 
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Fig. 9e. Eco. 7. Number of t imes a subject predicted inflation was the money growth rule "2" 
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Fig. 9g. Eco. 8. Number of times a subject predicted inflation was the money growth rule "1.9" 
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Fig. 10. Inflation in Economy 12 
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rium is more likely to have generated the U.S. (or Argentinean) smoothed 
data? 

We also know that our subjects in the experimental lab closely followed 
current events in making their day-to-day forecasts. In particular, in rela- 
tively unstable environments average trends or announced policies play prac- 
tically no role in agents' forecasts. This reaction to current events fed back 
into the economy and cycling behavior persisted in economies where there 
are no such equilibrium cycles. As we have seen the experimental smoothed 
data is even closer to the quantity theory than the actual U.S. smoothed 
data. However, in our experimental economies we see only weak support for 
Friedman's conjecture that a policy rule based on long-run objectives, such 
as a k-percent money-growth rule, can "offer a considerable promise of pro- 
viding a tolerable degree of short-run economic stability" (Friedman [1948]). 
The unsmoothed data are more volatile for the U.S. economy than for our 
experimental economies. What can we say about the validity of Friedman's 
conjecture with respect to U.S. and other historical economies? 
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A P P E N D I X  I 
E s t i m a t e d  A d a p t i v e  F o r e c a s t i n g  M o d e l s  

Table 2 
OLS estimates of adaptive forecasting models 

Economy 1 (std. dev. in parentheses) 

Subj. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

7re. R 2 r~+l = so+ a l~h- l+  a2 ~, 
0.01 (0.17) 1.48 (0.13) -0.49 (0.11) 0.81 
0.36 (0.18) 0.81 (0.08) 0.02 (0.01) 0.70 
-0.25 (0.20) 1.00 (0.13) 0.11 (0.10) 0.78 
-0.27 (0.65) 0.82 (0.32) 0.34 (0.12) 0.34 
-0.04 (0.19) 0.92 (0.13) 0.09 (0.11) 0.75 
0.09 (0.09) 1.12 (0.06) -0.16 (0.05) 0.94 
0.18 (0.75) 0.99 (0.37) -0.02 (0.15) 0.16 
-0.13 (0.08) 1.02 (0.05) 0.03 (0.05) 0.95 
0.10 (0.26) 0.73 (0.16) 0.20 (0.13) 0.57 
0.18 (0.27) 0.81 (0.15) 0.12 (0.12) 0.57 
0.04 (0.16) 1.23 (0.10) -0.25 (0.09) 0.84 
-0.14 (0.12) 1.46 (0.08) -0.41 (0.07) 0.91 
-0.37 (0.14) 1.17 (0.10) 0.00 (0.07) 0.88 
0.17 (0.19) 0.86 (0.09) 0.05 (0.02) 0.73 

Table  3 
OLS estimates of adaptive forecasting models 

Economy 7 (std. dev. in parentheses) 

Subj. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

~r~+l = a0+ a 1 ~ - 1 +  a2=~; R ~ 
1.45 (0.28) 0.48 (0.15) -0.21 (0.16) 0.20 
2.57 (0.42) -0.41 (0.14) 0.17 (0.14) 0.18 
0.40 (0.27) 0.96 (0.14) -0.20 (0.12) 0.52 
1.50 (0.29) 0.57 (0.19) -0.32 (0.21) 0.17 
1.22 (0.31) 0.67 (0.16) -0.28 (0.14) 0.28 
0.59 (0.22) 0.91 (0.10) -0.22 (0.09) 0.67 
0.30 (0.25) 0.25 (0.09) 0.53 (0.11) 0.42 
1.30 (0.29) 0.14 (0.11) 0.20 (0.16) 0.12 
0.72 (0.31) 1.14 (0.19) -0.55 (0.14) 0.45 
1.16 (0.26) 0.95 (0.15) -0.56 (0.13) 0.49 
1.25 (0.32) 0.20 (0.14) 0.16 (0.14) 0.10 
0.58 (0.49) 0.55 (0.23) 0.27 (0.13) 0.23 
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A P P E N D I X  II 
A Brief  Description of  an Exper iment  

These experiments were conducted on student subjects at the Universi- 
tat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona. N > 2n subjects were recruited for each 
session. Of these, n subjects each played the role of "young" and "old" 
generations, respectively, in any given period, while the remaining N - 2n 
subjects waited as interested onlookers. At the beginning of each period, n 
subjects were randomly picked from the group of those who were not young 
in the preceding period, and the remaining N - 2n were left in the waiting 
pool. This process ensured that every subject had to wait a random number 
of periods (minimum 0) between exiting the economy and reentering it as 
young again. 

After reading and explaining the instructions (instructions for Economy 1 
follow this narrative), the subjects participated in 5-6 periods of a trial econ- 
omy. Fiat money was labeled "francs" and the consumption good was labeled 
"chips." The number of chips "consumed" were converted into Spanish pese- 
tas at the end of the exit period of each subject. Total pesetas accumulated 
in this manner were paid to subjects at the end of the session in cash. Most 
sessions lasted for about three hours, and each subject took home 2,000-3,000 
pesetas on average from each session. 

All subjects were asked to predict inflation in the price of chips, #t+l = 
/5t+1//5~ at the beginning of each period t. 

From individual inflation forecasts, the computer constructed an optimal 
market supply for each individual, and a market supply from the individual 
supply. The computer also calculated a market-demand function for chips 
from the money balances of the old after considering the government pol- 
icy on fiscal deficit or money growth. The computer calculated the market 
clearing price and allocations and distributed this information to all subjects. 
When the experimenter terminated an economy without advance warning, 
franc balances of the young in the last period were converted into chips at the 
market-clearing price calculated for the following (nonplayed) period, before 
the announcement of termination was made. 

Instructions 
This is an experiment in decision-making. The Ministry of Education 

of Spain has provided funds for this research. The instructions are simple, 
follow them carefully. The money you earn depends on the decisions you and 
others make. You will make decisions with the help of the computer. This 
money will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

This experiment is divided into many periods. Your role may change from 
period to period. You will have the opportunity to buy "chips," sell "chips," 
and make predictions of what will happen in the future. The attached Infor- 
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marion and Record Sheet will help you keep a record of your decisions and 
determine their value to you. 

The type of currency used in this market is francs. The only use of this 
currency is to buy and sell chips. It has no other use. The money you take 
home is in pesetas. The procedures for determining the number of pesetas 
you take home with you is explained later in these instructions. 

You will participate in a market for two consecutive periods at a time. 
Let us call the first of these periods your entry period (because you begin 
your participation in them), and the second your exit period (because you 
end your participation in the market). Different individuals may have dif- 
ferent entry and exit periods. We shall tell you when you enter and exit the 
market. You may enter and exit more than once depending on the number 
of periods for which the market is operated. 

Trading and Recording Rules 
(1) All entry-period players are sellers and all exit-period players (and 

possibly the experimenter) are buyers. At the beginning of the entry or exit 
period you will receive an amount of chips (endowment). This endowment 
will be always greater in your entry period (young) than your exit period 
(old). You cannot carry the chips from one period to the next. 

(2) Every exit-period player (old) pays all his francs to entry-period play- 
ers (young) in exchange for chips at a market price determined in the manner  
explained below. 

(3) At the beginning of each period, every player (young, old, and out- 
sider) must state the prediction of price ratio for the following period (]5t+1/[~t) 
= (1 + inflation rate). Predictions of the entry players (young) will be used 
to determine the number of chips they wish to sell according to the formula 
given later on. 

(4) After considering the francs available from the exit players (old), offers 
made by entry players (young) and experimenter's policy (government) about 
financing the debt with francs and/or  incrementing the quantity of francs 
in circulation, the market-clearing price is computed and announced. Exit 
players (old) and the experimenter pay this price for each chip they buy. 
Each entry player (young) will be informed of the number of chips he/she 
has been able to sell at the market price, and each exit-period player (old) 
will be told of the number of chips that  he/she has been able to buy with 
his/her francs on hand. 

(5) Each exit (old) and outside player receives a reward one period later, 
depending on how close his/her prediction of price ratio is to the actually 
observed price ratio. At the end of that  period, the experimenter announces 
the most accurate, predicted price ratio and the market price ratio. 

(6) After transaction information is received, through the computer,  each 
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entry player (young) can compute the chips remaining on hand (consume). 
The francs received from sale will be used to buy chips in the exit period 
which follows immediately. You can carry your francs on hand forward to 
the exit period by entering them in the column Francs in the Record Sheet. 

(7) Each exit player (old) records the number of chips purchased on the 
Information and Record Sheet. Then the experimenter computes the pesetas 
earned by using formula (1) or (1') given below. This amount is the profit of 
they exit-period player (old) who records this profit on the Information and 
Record Sheet. At the end, the experimenter will pay each player the total 
amount of profits in pesetas. 

(8) The experimenter may terminate the market at any time. Without 
any announcement in advance, the participants will be informed which is the 
last period of the experiment; francs held by all entry-period players (young) 
are converted into chips using the market-clearing price of the following pe- 
riod. 

(9) At the end of the experiment, add up the earnings and prediction 
rewards columns of your Information and Record Sheet. The experimenter 
will pay you the sum of these (your cumulative earnings) in pesetas. 

Payoffs 
The number of "pesetas" you will earn to take home with you for any 

pair of entry-exit periods will be: 

max{0, e(log c, + log c2)} (1) 

where e, the exchange rate of "utility to pesetas," is set to 11 pts/chip today. 
This means that the greater the product of chips you consume at the end 

of your entry and exit periods, the greater the number of pesetas you earn 
to take home with you. 

The first period of the market will be an entry period for some of you 
(as described above). For some of you, however, this first period itself will 
be an exit period and you will receive the exit period endowment (w2). In 
addition, each of you for whom the first period is an exit period will receive 
an amount of francs from the experimenter at the beginning of this period. 
These participants have to use all these francs to buy chips during the exit 
period because the francs you hold at the end of an exit period are worthless; 
they cannot be converted into pesetas directly. The payoff of such individuals 
at the end of Period 1 will be: 

e(log c2) (1') 

At the beginning of each period, all of you will be asked to predict the 
price ratio of chips for the next period. For example at the beginning of 
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Period 1, you will be asked what will be the ratio of the price of chips in 
Period 2 to the price of chips in Period 1 (/52//51). Please note that at the 
time you are asked to predict their ratio, you do not know either of the two 
prices, and, for example, if the price ratio (now) is 1.10, this means that the 
inflation rate is 10% (the saving nominal interest in francs is 0%). 

A u t o m a t i c  " C h i p "  S u p p l y  

If you are in your entry period, the computer will use the price ratio you 
enter (Dt+l//st) to compute the number of chips you sell in that period, as 
follows: 

s 
m a x  {0,  log(o31 - s ) - ~ - l o g ( w  2 + /st+1//st) } 0<s<w 1 

This means that your optimal decision when you are convinced the price 
ratio will be Dt+l//st is: 

8i,t ~-- 0.5(021 --  (Pt+l/Pt) ~22) (2) 

Notice that the higher the price ratio you enter, the fewer the number of 
chips you will sell. If your price ratio prediction is col/w 2 or higher, you will 
sell 0 (zero) chips. 

Predict ions Rewards 

The price ratio predicted by the exit and outside players will earn them 
a reward. The more accurate your prediction, the greater the reward (deter- 
mined by their absolute magnitude of relative error in your prediction): 

[(Pt+i/Pt)-(Pt+l/Pt)]])} (3)  

where (/St+l//St)is your prediction. Today e2 = 20. 
This means that the exact prediction will earn you 10 pesetas, and pre- 

diction error will reduce your reward proportionately until it becomes zero 
(0) for an error of 100% or more. Your prediction reward cannot be negative. 
Entry players will not participate in this prediction reward. 

E n d  of  instructions 

Figure A1 (not displayed to the subjects) shows the different rewards for 
predictions, depending on whether a subject is young or not. The parameters 
correspond to the above instructions. 
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